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The LiveLabs Testbed & Advances in Real-time Mobile Sensing/Analytics

This talk will describe various research initiatives related to the LiveLabs Experimentation Platform, a unique “urban behavioral testbed” project at SMU that combines innovations in wireless networks, mobile sensing and Apps to enable an ecosystem of industry partners to test next-generation context-based applications. The LiveLabs testbed will involve approx. 30,000 real-life users in urban environments, such as the SMU campus, 2 major shopping malls and a resort theme park. After briefly introducing LiveLabs, I’ll cover three major research themes: a) accurate indoor location tracking, where I’ll explain the use of RF+sensor data fusion to achieve accurate indoor localization in public shopping malls; b) resource-efficient sensing and context estimation, where I’ll discuss approaches for adaptive and cloud-coordinated mobile sensing and c) adaptive femtocell networks, where I’ll present results on real-time RF mapping and performance prediction in indoor environments.
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